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"We do not covet
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anything from any nation except their respect.
Winston Churchill
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Asserts that pregnancy centers withhold facts from patients
Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Senior Staff Writer
The Feminist Majority Foundation
asserts that four pregnancy resource
centers within five miles of The
College of Wooster campus are, in fact,
"fake" crisis pregnancy centers. The
Feminist Majority Foundation claims
that, "CPC's
Crisis Pregnancy
Centers use scare tactics and misinformation to manipulate women into
choosing motherhood or. adoption
while pressuring them not to consider
abortion or birth control."
Only one of these alleged centers
could be confirmed.
The Pregnancy
Care Center Wayne County, a nonmedical,
organization located on Cleveland Road, offers a variety of
counseling services to fulfill the "large
need" for crisis pregnancy services that
exists in the Wooster community.
According to Harlene Steiner, a counselor at the Center, "We support people
and realize pregnancy is not the end of
the world." She adds, the Center
"attempts to deal with pregnancy in
non-pro-

fit

positive ways"
Clients visiting the Center are offered
free,
pregnancy tests
as well as counseling. The Center also
self-administered

provides a list of resources in the community, such as referrals to obstetricians,
Legal , Aid Society,
the

Department of Job and Family
Services, and other applicable institutions. Clients at the Pregnancy Care
Center can participate in the Earn
.While You Learn program, which
allows women to accumulate "value"
spendable at the Center's "store"
towards baby materials while completing parenting and prenatal education
classes.

The Center also offers community
outreach program such as Concerned
about Teen Sexuality (C.A.T.S.), which
presents peer programs in area junior

high and high schools. CA.T.S. promotes abstinence education, but does
not discuss various methods of birth
control.
The Pregnancy Care Center, however, does not provide referrals to abortion clinics.
Though Counselor
Harlene Steiner indicated the Center
"will certainly discuss" abortion and
uses "full disclosure" about the facts,
information found on the Center's web-pa(www.pccwayne.org)
is often
biased or misleading.
The Center's
ge

"For Men" section, for example, espouses facts such as, "the aftermath of abortion for women leads to
post-trauma-

20for$s. 00

tic

stress disorder. Should the man
remain in the woman's life after the
abortion, it is highly unlikely that she
will allow him to enjoy anything."
The website lists four online
resources for women in "crisis: a help
line, Abstinence Works!, Care Net and

Newborn
20

1

for $5.00

Heartbeat International. Care Net's
homepage advertises the "Sanctity of
Human Life Sunday" and hopes to
increase the availability of "pregnancy
center services to women on college
campuses" within the next five years.
Heartbeat International sells
self-describ-
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resources
for discussions, including an abortion
talking points manual and advertising
"Christ-centere-

d"

for the Sexual Integrity program,
which boasts "evangelization opportu-

At

nities increase as you spend more time
with clients, and they learn more about
God's blueprint for sexual integrity."

materials

The Feminist Majority Foundation
indicates up to 40 percent of campus
wellness centers list similar organizations as a crisis pregnancy "resource."
Director - of Longbrake Student
Wellness Center, Nancy Anderson
states that Wellness Center personnel
give students "all of the options that we
know of in this area." This includes the
Pregnancy Care Center along with a
wealth of other resources. that provide

the Pregnancy Care Center in Wooster, women who take parenting courses can receive
supplies, like diapers, baby food and toys for free (Photo by Maureen Sill).

the Center does not. The
Wellness Center also provides free
pregnancy tests, as well as free Pap
smears and one STI screening per
year without charge. Birth control,
for men and women, is also available
for a minimal fee. Anderson alludes to
a host of women's health services
available, including gynecological
clinics on Wednesday mornings and
Thursday afternoons, sexual assault
services, and counseling services. The

Wellness Center also produced a video
describing women's health resources

the region,

in Cleveland and Akron.
Both also offer counseling services.
'The most important issue is the
woman's choice," states Anderson.
To
find out more information on women's
health clinics, visit the Wellness Center

available on campus.

Anderson states that when a student
approaches the staff about a pregnancy concern, staff provide resources to
help students "make an educated decision about what they want tq do."
Resources describe options such as
adoption, keeping the child, and abortion. Currently, the Wellness Center
provides resources on two clinics in

during

gynecological

clinics

(Wednesday mornings or Thursday
afternoons, subject to change) or the

Pregnancy Care Center (Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
from

9--
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Wooster to host annual International Education Week
TTs

Allana Mortell
News Editor
The week of Nov. 14 kicks off the
College's annual celebration
of
International Education Week with a
variety of events and activities that
are open to the campus and Wooster
community.
IEW is a joint initiative of the
United States Department of State
and Education and has been in practice since 2000 and this year, on the
tenth anniversary of the week, more
than 100 countries worldwide will
take part in the festivities. For over
30 years, the College has prided
itself on celebrating IEW and this
year, the different sponsors have put
together a" schedule of events all
aimed at celebrating the benefits of
international education.
Sangeeta Asre, the Programming
Coordinator
for the Office of
International Student Affairs said,
"Some of the IEW events are standard events that we have every year
such as the Culture and Talent Show,
Ambassadors 'Flavors of the World'
Reception, South Asia Dinner,
Study Fair and the
International Bazaar." The talent
show is the week's first event, with
students sharing their different
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Off-Camp-

Above left, one of the acts performing during last year's Culture and Talent Show, one of the activities during IEW week.
Above right, the five current members of Wooster's Ambassadors Club (Photo courtesy Ambassadors Club).
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See "International," page 2
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Dan Buckler writes about
how Ohioans should vote
against Issue 2. See page 3
to read the full viewpoint
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Laney Austin writes about

Kevin Carpenter and Kipaya

how Twitter is quickly becom-

Kapiga write a review of

ing the world's newest phe-

downtown

nomenon. See page 3 to
read the whole editorial.

restaurant, Matsos. See page
5 to

Wooster's

read the

full story.

Greek

h
'

Nathan

Comstock

a
review of fie new album of
Wooster graduate Dan Miraldi
'09. See page 6 to see the full
story.

Wooster's Fighting Scots bse

gives

.

a tough game to Wabash
University but are still in the
race to the NCAC title. Read
the full story on page 7.
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Emily Ryan

Campus celebrates international education

CAMPUS

Under lecture features

International

Professor Nancy Fraser

continued from p. I

On Thursday, Nov. 12, the College
host its third annual Linder
Lecture in Ethics, sponsored by the
Philosophy Department. This year's
featured lecturer will be Nancy Fraser,
professor of political and social science
and department chair of New School
University in New York. The lecture is
entitled "Who Counts as a Subject of
Justice? National Citizenry, Global
Transnational
or
Humanity
Community of Risk?" The lecture is
free and open to the public, and will be
located in Lean Lecture Room of
Wishart Hall at 7:30 p.m.

works of songs, dances, art and
poetry. The Ambassadors Club,
which is composed of five students
or global nomads from the College
serving as 'Ambassadors' for their
homeland, will be hosting the
'Flavors of the World' dinner reception, which i a favorite among the
week's events. The dinner, which feacuisine
tures Wooster
from the Ambassadors home countries, is being held in Kittredge
Dining Hall. Tickets cost $15 for
students and are available now from
the Wooster Inn. Although all are
invited, you must reserve your place

will

Inn-prepar-

LOCAL

ed

Another exciting addition to IEW
this year is Mehndi Night, where all
.are welcome to participate in traditional Indian activities, including the
drawing of Henna designs, crafting
rangoli, Indian sand painting art and
learning the dance of dandiya, a traditional Indian folk dance with
sticks.
Nicola Kille, the Coordinator of
the Ambassadors Program, is most
looking forward to an event titled,
"Botswana: a Case of Global
where shared
Humanitarianism,"
experiences regarding service work
'in Botswana will be given by students, faculty and staff members of
the College. "This is exciting as it
brings together many groups,
departments, and individuals on
campus with a shared interest in
global engagement," says Kille.

International aluminum extrusion
Holtec,
previously residing in Marlton, NJ.,
plans to relocate its Ohio operations to
Orrville, bringing 300 jobs and occupying the former American Weatherseal
manufacturing plant. Mike Hedberg,
director of the Office of Orrville
Industrial Development, stated this deal
has been eight months in the making
manufacturer

and remains contingent upon the
approval of various tax incentives at
state and local levels. During the next
six months, he added, Holtec will add
another 72,000 square feet of floor
space and reinforce structures in order
to add overhead cranes.

NATIONAL

The event features speakers
Morag Neill '12, the Botswana
Ambassador, Economics Professor
James Warner, Reverend Linda
Morgan-Clemeand
Nancy
Anderson from the Wellness Center.
"The panel talk came about through
about
having
conversations "
Ambassadors speak in Dr. Angie
Bos's FYS class 'Adventures in
Citizenship,' so" it links class conversations to activities outside the classroom environment," adds Kille.
The Lilly Project, one of the
week's sponsors is also hosting two
different opportunities "for students
to come explore summer vocational
and service work projects. For students interested in health-relatinternational service work or social
justice issues, there will be an informational session featuring returnees
talking about their experiences
called,
"International Summer
Vocational Exploration," For those
interested in pursuing a Lilly Project
fellowship over the summer, it is
encouraged that you attend the Lilly
Project Summer Field Experiences
Informational Meeting.
To reach a wider campus audience,
two members of the Ambassadors
Club will join Associate Professor of
'Economics Amyaz Moledina on his
weekly radio show, "Transglobal
Groove Collective," on both Sunday
Nov. 15 and 22 from 4 p.m.
The events featured during IEW
Week are intended not only to raise
awareness and interest in global and
international issues but also to
inspire people to become more
involved in international education
nt
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in advance..

Holtec manufacturer
bringing jobs to Orville
and fabrication
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year's Art Wall in Lowry that depicts North
and South America (Photo Courtesy Ambassadors Club).

A poster from last

al
Asia Committee,
Living and Experiences Program
and the International Students
Association. However, Asre wants to
put the spotlight on the students,
adding, "Student assistance in the
planning and their participation in
the events are very crucial in making the IEW a success."
For a more comprehensive schedule regarding specific dates and
times, please refer to the schedule of
Web
at
site
events
http: www3.wooster.edu oisaint

Asre adds, "Our goal is to help and
encourage our community to develop
understandal
a greater
ing, appreciation, and respect, and
also realize that the world is full of a
multitude of opportunities to learn
about different cultures."
The College sponsors for IEW
include the Office of International
the
Student
Affairs
(OISA),
Ambassadors Program, the Center
Global
.and
for
Diversity
Studies
Engagement,
Program, the Lilly Project, South

Cross-Cultur-
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Bros crochetfor causes in local campus community

rr

San Francisco bridge
closed temporarily
Bay
The San Francisco-Oaklan- d
Bridge closed Tuesday after a rod and
metal brace from an emergency repair

between Brocheting

WVN
"Officially
through
Wooster Volunteer
Network,
we're The Crochet, Network, but
Bro-dohas such an impact on what
we do," said Santino. "You can't
watch television all that much, while
doing .it, so it's really conduciyeto
conversation and getting to know
the others better."
"Some of our best nicknames come
from Brocheting dialogues, like
Van
and
Runkle
Nighthawk
Chrisdactyl Perez. It's become a
we get just as
part of who we are
much out of this as others do."
Every member of the Brochet
Society also lived together in one of
the program houses last year, Van
Runkle said.
"Even though our program was
different last year, we have been brocheting since about then," said Van
Runkle. "It was .definitely something
people noticed about us. It's just a
really cool talent to have."
"We're more passionate about this
than our last project," added
Boylston, "We all like to help kids,
and this is a way we can do it."
Boylston, who is also a member of
the Wooster Activities Crew, stated
that he would be interested in holding a Brocheting event in Lowry at
some point to teach others, but no
specific event has been planned yet.
"Personally, I know our friends
will he more motivated to learn
when the winter comes in," continued Boylston. "So hopefully in the
next three weeks we can grab
on a Sunday or Saturday afternoon,
and hang around for three hours and
show others how to brochet."
"It's a very rewarding experience,"
said Perez. "My sister was in the
hospital for two months, and it feels
great to give something to a kid who
was in a position like she was. It's all
about the looks on their faces."
m

job fell onto westbound lanes. A pair of
drivers impacted with the debris and
hundreds of others-werstranded, but
: no
injuries have been reported.
the
California
to
According
Department of Transportation, the
bridge will remain closed until engineers can evaluate the damage. "If you
look at the totality of the circumstances, you've got the 5:30 commute,
piece of steel
you have a 5,000-poufalling out of the sky. We are so fortunate that no one was injured or killed,"
California Highway Patrol Sgt. Trent
Cross told KTVU-T- V

r
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WORLD
Casualties in Pakistan

Above, five of the seven members of the Brochet Society (Photo courtesy Zach Boylston ).

caused by car bombing

Managing Editor

"Hanging out with the bros" can
mean all sorts of things on a college
campus: eating and playing video
games, to name a couple. But for
seven juniors on the north end of
campus, who call themselves The
Clinton was three hours' drive away in
Brochet Society, it means spending
Islamabad when the blast took place.
two days a week crocheting hats for
On the plane, she told reporters that
charitable agencies.
she was pleased with the new
"Matt taught me how to crochet,
offensive in South Waziristan,
and then Zach eventually learned, too.
noting the promise of better relations
Zach threw out the idea that we
between Pakistan and the United
should crochet hats for charity, and
States.
we joked about it for a good while,"
said
Kubasta '11, who is the
couple missing; houseJake
coordinator. "But then we all
started to eventually realize this was
questioned
a great idea."
A British couple, Paul and Rachel
Consisting of Kubasta, Matt
Chandler, ages 58 and 55, was allegedPullara '11, Will Santino '11, Alan
ly kidnapped by Somali pirates while
Van Runkle '11, Chris Perez '11, Bill
sailing from the island nation of Hiatt '11 and Zach Boylston '11, The
Seychelles. The couple vanished after
their distress signal from their boat, the
eda

anti-Talib- an

British
pirates

Lynn Rival, was picked up Friday by
officials.
A Somali pirate spokesman,

identifying himself as Farah Abdi,
originally told the New York Times the
captives were safe and that ransom
demands would be held when their ship
safely arrived at their shores. Abdi gave
a second call a few hours later, stating
his ship was under attack from forces
he was unable to identify. Private ves
sels have been hijacked

by Somali
pirates on three other reported occasions, including one from last April.

Bites compiled by Charles Horenstein

hour .and a half to three
hours, depending on individual skill
levels and intri- cate designing.
rewarding
the
"There's

Brochet Society makes approximately
21 hats a month for three establish- -,
ments: Christian

Charles Horenstein

A car bomb killed 80 and wounded
200 in Pakistan's city of Peshawar on
Wednesday. Militants suspected that
this and other attacks from this month
are aimed at deterring the public backing for an army offensive against
and Taliban close to the Afghan
border.
Secretary of State Hillary
al-Qa-

Children's "It's
Home,
Every
Woman's House
and the hematology and oncolo- -

a very

from- - an

experience. My sister was
in the hospital for two
and it feels great
to give something to a kid

Kubasta

stat-

-

son tries to
make two to
three hats per
week,
though
those that take
longer may only
two
per
do
month.
They
meet twice per
week to work on
their latest hats.
On average,
group can make

beanie, plus the

kinds with poof
balls and flaps
for the ears,"
said Kubasta.
. .
.
,
,.,
"Those make a
was in a position like big difference.
We also do ones
Qut
she was It's
with multiple
,
looks on their faces."
colors."
Santino statLHRIS rEREZ 11 ed,
that The
Brochet Society
Member of the Brochet strives to disSociety tinguish itself
from
reeular
.
croclieters
as
Kubasta said the
Brocheters," noting that there is a
a hat in anywhere
simple but huniongous difference

g "months,
ed that each per- -

standard
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Virtual Edition!

photo gallery!
Share articles on Facebook and
Web-exclusi- ve

Twitter!

Check out the Voice's
brand new Web site
WWW,theWQQStervoipe,com
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While we strive for excellence every
week, we, too, sometimes fall short.
Please send your corrections
voicewooster.edu.

to
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Show off your
invest?"- chills!
Become a writer for the
IIows cection of the Voiczl
E-m- ail

Allana Mortell and Emily Kyan at

voicenews (wooster.cdu
1

and crochet

ing."
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The College of Wooster's Student Newspaper Since 1883
Published Weekly on Fridays

Jonah Comstock

Prior to a class on Tuesday evening,
some friends and I stood in the hallway
discussing Stephen Colbert's persona.
In high school, I

Andrew Vogel
,
Editors in Chief

EDITORIAL BOARD

Democrat's

Lee McKinstry, A&E Editor

News Editor

Marten Dollinger, A&E Editor
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Sarah Harbottle, Photo Editor

Matthew Yannie, Sports Editor

Alexandra DeGrandchamp, Sencr Staff Writer

Andrew Collins, Senior Photographer

Kevin

Carpenter, Business Manager

was sincere.
It was during
gilllandanlels
this discussion con
cerning the intersection of entertainment and politics that another student
She was on her way to
approached.
another class. Having overheard our

Ashley Farrar, Chief Copy Editor
Kaitlin Krister, Advertising Manager

Shitong Zhan, Business Staff

Nathan Comstock, Production Assistant

Kipaya Kapiga, Web Editor

Gillian Daniels, Production Assistant

E-ma-

8.

this girl?

instilled me with unrealistic expectations concerning politeness in public
conversation, regardless of whether it
involves a hot button topic like the Tea
Party Protests. Or Stephen Colbert
I still believe it's completely possible
for people with opposing viewpoints to

il

their critiques of Obama, some of
which are well deserved, and they try to
listen to my
d,
"lefty" ideas,
which is very nice of them.
In my elementary school's library, I
used to check out a series of books on
etiquette every week. I just remember
liking the illustrations. I doubt reading
this series of books, however, has
half-bake-

No one in my group seemed to know.
She could have been a confused student
under the influence of her parents' conservative ideology or a
individual sincerely frustrated by the
new administration. How did this disright-leani-

cussion of Stephen
nerve?

person, so we began to talk.

Production Assistant

All materials published herein are property of The Wooster Voice and cannot be
reproduced without written consent of the editors. The Voice can be contacted by
mail at C3I87, The College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691 or by phone at (330)
can be sent to the editors at Voicewooster.edu.
263-259-

been, with little variation, furiously
polite toward my beliefs. I listen to

mistaken impression of Stephen
Colbert's politics. I was sure one of the
other students in my group knew this

Grace Hansen, Production Assistant

Emily Davis,

3

some of the channel's correspondents
are directly involved with the Tea Party
Protests. The student, whose name I
never learned, informed me that I dislike Fox News now that Barack Obama
is
"a president you like," she said
in the White House. A few harsh words
later, the girl went to class.
This confrontation confused me.
a lot
Her beliefs aren't surprising
but who was
of people share them

conversation, the student commented
that she, too, had once been under the

Michael Gellert, Business Staff

Kay Sowers, Assistant Web Editor

carica-

ture of a right-win- g
conservative

Emily Ryan, News Editor

Hannah

the

thought

Managing Editor

Charles Horenstein,
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No replacement for etiquette

The Wooster Voice

Allana Mortell,

FRIDAY,

.

ng

Colbert touch a

engage in clear, civil discussion, just as
I believe it's possible to engage in discussion with someone while not knowing his or her name.

Until this peculiar altercation, all of

The conversation turned to Fox
News and how it had covered Colbert's
House
presence at the White
Correspondents' Dinner. Eventually, I
began talking alxwt the issue of how

rs
my interactions with
have been neutral.
While disappointed with the outcome of the election and the beginning of Obama's
administration,' these individuals have
McCain-supporte-

Gillian Daniels is a regular contributor to
tlt Voice. She can be reached for comment
at GDanielslOwooster.edu.

A reminder to be progressively united
Over parents weekend, we had 1 1 subscriptions to The Wooster Voice. Although
the number could certainly be larger, I am very content with the number of subscribers we have.
I am eternally thankful for each and every one of our subscribers. Your contribution to the Voice is much more than a simple transaction. Although we send you
a subscription each week, your hard earned money is supporting a paper that has
been published since 1883, and is itching to grow larger than ever before.
One of our principle missions this year is to voice the news and opinions of the
--

Germany, the tragedy

literature. The readings and discussions

citizen and immediately feel that
based on race or some other inadequate
standard, they generally know what

African-Americ-

than ever before.

Voice

'Although it may seem like
paper that is also online, the

.

effort to part with a few dollars to receive a
staff extends its deepest thanks to you and is

made
me
incredibly aware of

the
two things
progress we have

America.

Voice

Those privileged enough to ignore
the shameful truth, may blissfully
believe that by electing a black president we have proven that all racial prejudices no longer exist. While knowing
that I helped to make Barack Obama the
leader of my country means more to
me than I have the time to write right
now, I know that there is much work to
be done before the United States can
call itsself a predominantly tolerant
nation. In Hammond, La., Justice of the

Join the new phenomenon
matched other people's interests.
For those of you who are celebrity-incline- d,
Twitter allows you to directly
follow them so you can always be connected to your favorite superstar. Kim

As I was browsing the headlines on
CNN.com thinking about what to write
for Viewpoints this week, I decided the
question would be best answered by
o t n e r s .
I
Automatically,

Kardashian and Lance Armstrong surpassed the million follower mark long
ago. Other favorites include Barack
Obama, Tyra Banks and my personal
favorite, Gary Busey. These celebs

logged into my
Twitter account
and posted the
message "need an
article idea for
laneyaustln
next week's view
As soon as I hit
ideas?"
points ... any
Yes, an artiI
idea.
send
the
key, had an
what
the stucle on Twitter is exactly
hear
about.
need
to
dents of Wooster
Hopefully, this article will inspire you to
join the millions of others who are

tweet daily (some hourly) about their
lives and give the reader a
glimpse into what stardom is like.
The other great thing about Twitter
is that it is live. This means that people
are constantly updating statuses at a
pace that even major news outlets can't.
While working as an intern at a radio
station in DC this summer, I was
already hooked.
I
hear shocked to find out that almost every
The most common response
from people when asked if they have a single time a major news story broke, I
Twitter account is "I don't get what had read about it at least two minutes
before on Twitter. This is because peoTwitter is." Great news! There is nothple on the scene of an event only need
ing to "get." Twitter is one of the latest
world of to send a text from their cell phone to
tools in the
social networking. Like Facebook, their Twitter to let an entire populous
Twitter allows users to interact with of people know what's going on.
Also, have you ever thought about
one another online. However, the differhow public your Facebook is? You post
ence is that Twitter forces you to keep
your thoughts to 140 characters or less. pictures and personal information that
will always be accessible by other peoAnd, let's face it, there are some people
whose thoughts should be limited to ple no matter if you try to delete it.
With Twitter, you control what you
140 characters or less.
post and what people see. This is why
For those who understand the concept of Twitter, but don't use it, they this social network has become so popmay question the point of having a ular among adults. Many people who
Twitter because "isn't it just like a fear employers discovering unwanted
Facebook status?" No. Actually, a information through their social networks have turned to Twitter because it
Twitter update, or "tweet," could defiis what you want it to be.
nitely be a reflection of your current
So the next time you are staring at
mood, but generally it goes beyond
that. A tweet allows the user to your Facebook hitting the refresh button over and over again, try setting up
respond to trending topics, post websites, upload pictures and even directly a Twitter account instead. The amount
respond to someone who has made of information flowing throughout it
will keep you busy for hours. Who
contact with you.
knows, you might be the first to hear of
For example, the difference between
posting a Facebook status about the a breaking news event or even a personal rant from Kanye West (look him up,
Vikings being the best team in the NFL
you'll understand).
versus a tweet, is that my tweet will
automatically be linked to other users
Laney Austin is a regular contributor to the
discussing the same thing. This proVoice. She can be readied for comment at
vides you with tons of different opin
ions on the Vikings just because it LAustin 1 1 wooster.edu.
day-to-d- ay
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races into this country. This is how we
move forward
we make people
uncomfortable. We tried "separate but
equal" before. It does not work, on any
level, ever. And what's the point of

being united if we don't want to be
bothered?
Even though he "doesn't believe in
mixing races that way," Keith Bardwell
insists that he is not a racist. He told the
press, "I have piles and piles of black
friends. They come to my home, I

marry them, they use my bathroom. I
treat them just like everyone else." He
claims that it's simply been his experience that interracial couples do not last
very long. Of course, I could say, since
he is the first one I've ever heard of, that
it's been my experience that all
Louisiana justices of the peace are prejaka Kramer from Sienfeld, so crassly
udiced criminals, but that's just if I
put it) could' ve had me hanging upside
were to follow his logic.
down from a tree less than one century
"A justice of the peace is legally
ago. Whether or not the people around
obligated to serve the public, all of
me would ever do something so cruel is
the pdblie;"' says Bill Quigley; director
irrelevant. The point is that they would
for the Center of Constitutional
have been able to, and as educated colRights and Justice. "Racial discrimilege students, we are all aware of it. Do
I think about it? Of course. I often
nation has been a violation of
Louisiana and U.S. law for decades.
pause to think of the injustices that my
No public official has the right to pick
friends ancestors imposed on my own.
If we forget our past, we are bound to and choose which laws they are going
repeat it, and I don't think any of us to follow." Humphrey and McKay
were married later by another justice
here at the College want to take any
of the peace but are still looking into
steps backwards. So yes, I do rememlegal action against Bardwell.
ber, and yes there may be awkward
Bill Burton said, "I've found that
moments sometimes because of my
the children of interracial couples
inherited memories. Does this mean
can do pretty good." Bill Burton is
that I should be denied acceptance into
the press secretary for Barack
this community? I clearly deserve to be
here because I am, but should that be Obama, child of a black man from
Kenya and a white woman from
overlooked because it's not easy?
and president of these
Kansas
Shouldn't students who've been raised
United
States
of
progressive
by racist parents be allowed to come to
America.
a liberal diverse school and learn how
Brandelle Knights is a regular contributor
to think for themselves? If Bardwell's
to tie Voice. She can be reached for comlogic is sotnid, then how would
ment at BKnightsl2wooster.edu.
progress ever take place? Of course

"come the conclusion that most of
black society does not readily accept
offspring of such relationships, and neither does white society."
I am a black girl, surrounded by people who, (as actor Michael Richards,

Peace Keith Bardwell is living evidence
iaaskaHy.illegal
that niiscegenation-'wajust the other day. Loving vs. Virginia
took place a mere fifty years ago and
?

.

apparently some of us still wholeheartedly believe people should only be permitted to marry within their own races.
white
Beth Humphrey, a 30 year-ol- d
woman and Terence Mckay, a 32 year-ol- d
black male were denied a marriage
license specifically because they are an
couple. Humphrey told the
newspaper that she called Keith
Bardwell on the Oct. 6, 2009 to ask
about getting a marriage license signed.
oh
According to her, Bardwell's wife
told her that Bardwell "will
the irony
not sign marriage licenses for interrainterracial

cial couples."
I think that humanity's deadliest skill
is its ability to disregard the humanity
of others. This is the tragedy that made
slavery possible in America, the tragedy
that made the Holocaust possible in

Ohio should vote against Issue 2
Ohio's constitution is about to be a
comfortable home for special interests. Somewhere stuck between free
dom of speech
and school funding will lounge a

group of
1

danbuckler

politi-

cally apDointed
individuals enjoy-in- e

ultimate
,

.

authority regarding livestock standards in the state.
This is w hat would happen on Nov. 3
if Ohio Issue 2 is passed.
Issue 2 is a constitutional amendment that would create a "Livestock
Care Standards Board" and give the
board extensive power to unilaterally
shape policy about how animal agriculture is conducted in Ohio. The board
up of political
appointees, mostly by the governor,
who will be able to supersede any act

would

rc.i--

nation, and the
remnants of slavery and racism in

brandelleknights

white and black communities will have
to adjust as interracial couples bring
more and more children of mixed

will come about in that person's life, we
as a nation have a serious problem.
Bardwell claims that he does not marry
interracial couples because he is worried about the futures of any children
the couples might have. He says that
after several discussions with both
blacks and whites, and after witnessing
some interracial marriages, he has

made as a cohesive

a small

proud to have such a supportive readership.

ever-expandi-

an

have

college to students, parents, alumni, faculty and to the entire Wooster community.
We have accomplished a large part of this goal through the website, but still have
a long way to go towards promoting the Voice. Your contribution will be used in
part to increase the number of copies we print every week so that more eyes will
view the

that made
apartheid possible in South Africa
that facilitates all racial oppression.
When a citizen is able to look at anotlv-e-r

On Tuesdays and Thursdays at 9.30
a.m., I'm on the third floor of Morgan,
wide awake and engaged in a compelling discussion

be

made

that document. In fact, Ohio Supreme
Court Justice Maureen O'Conner last
week called Issue 2 an "inappropriate
use" of the Ohio Constitution.
Not only would this amendment give
constitutional protection to a board that
would most likely be dominated by
farming interests rather than simply
animal care experts, but it is also very
hard to change. Being an amendment,
any change to the structure, power or
existence of the board would be reliant
on another statewide vote. Additionally,

that

any
democratic
give-and-ta- ke

policy-maki-

ng

is typical

of

would

be

completely lost.
The impetus of the campaign for
Issue 2 was the passing of Proposition
2 in California last year. This was the
law which regulated cage sizes of veal
hens and pregnant
calves,
mandated
that those
pigs. It essentially
egg-layi-

ng

animals had to have room to turn
of around and lie down, a luxury nonexistmade by the Department
ent before the law was passed. Some in
Agriculture or the state legislature.
Thus, the creation or regulation of the Ohio agricultural industries, trying
something like this from
livestock policy will turn away from a to
relatively unbiased entity and away occurring in our state, pushed the addition of Issue 2 on the ballot in a camwho could
from our representatives
paign that was remarkable for its speed
respond to all interests (especially puband secrecy.
lic) and come to a handful of people
But the supporters of Issue 2 make
with few strings attached. The opor-tunit- y
for abuse by this group is too no secret about why they are pushing
the amendment. They say they want to
strong to be allowed.
Those that respond to amendments prevent out of state interests like
with skepticism are completely justified PETA or the Humane Society of the
United States from coming to Ohio
in this case. Installing and protecting
the agricultural industry in the state and imposing their extremist positions
constitution is a complete misuse of regarding animal rights. This is a ter
pre-em- pt

rible reason for voting favorably on the
issue. If Ohio wants to vote against
something similar to California's
Proposition 2, they will, but at a future
time. That is a completely separate
concern.
Instead, we have a classic
strategy: tell the people that
Ohio needs to keep livestock policy in
the hands of Ohioans, but actually
propose something that affects way
more than the narrow parameters of
pregnant or young animals. The law in
California was about giving rights to a
few animals; the amendment in Ohio
could negatively affect all parts of livestock agriculture
from animal
waste
rights to
management to conr
all the while protecthealth
sumer
ing special agricultural interests in our
constitution from the will of the people or our representatives.
Livestock policy should be made
democratically based around the Ohio
Department of Agriculture, not by a
handful of political appointees heavily influenced by big agricultural
interests. If the chicken coop is left
open, you can bet the fox will know
he'll act in his best
what to do
interest and ignore most others. You
can expect similar things when regulatory power is given over to those
who are being regulated.
Vote no on Issue 2.
bait-and-swi-

tch

Dan Buckler is a contributor to the Voice.
He can be reached for comment at
DBucklerlOwoster.edu.
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Coal plant provides health and cost benefits
Amanda Keith

first-ye- ar
international student
I have found my
Pakistan,
from
Wooster experience to be extremely
enriching and far different from what I
had envisioned.

As a

Voice Staff
footHigh above the newly-turfe- d
ball stadium stands a towering chimney stack alongside The College of
Wooster's Westinghouse coal-firby
built
the
power
plant,
Westinghouse Mfg. Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa. in 1939.
For the last 70 years the plant has
provided steam for heating and cooling the campus. Since 1992, the plant
has provided 10 percent of electricity as well, approximately 1,280
MWyr (energy.rochester.edu).
While the plant fulfills campus
needs sufficiently, students have
started to ask about the efficiency of
a plant that burns coal and whether
it is environmentally sustainable.
When burned, coal emits a significant amount of carbon dioxide into
the atmosphere. According to Peter
Schantz, the physical plant director,
the College's power plant burns
9,000 tons of coal per year. This is
enough to provide the campus with
"40 thousand lbs of steamhr," said
Schantz.
Laurie Stickelmaier, vice president
for finance and business, explained
that there are also two natural gas
boilers that have a combined capacity
to meet the campus' steam demand.
The College has considered the
switch to natural gas only, but has
decided against it because of the
cost. Stickelmaier stated, "The cost
of gas is currently more than twice
as expensive as coal." The College
spends $700,000 a year on coal. The
switch to natural gas, according to
Stickelmaier, would result in an
annual increase of $823,500.
Schantz explained that shutting
down the Wooster coal plant is not a

0

ed

challenging
experience that

and an internationally recognized
degree. It was only after I spent six
weeks at the College that I discovered
n.
the true meaning of a liberal arts

i
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edu-catio-
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In addition to outstanding academic
resources, I noticed how the College
was distinctive in its mode of teaching,
ease of social interactions and
out-of-cl- ass

experiences. These characteris
tics played a pivotal role in my personality building and I found myself to be
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-
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power plant.

Westinghouse coal-fire- d
Above left is the College's efficient
Above right is the coal mine in the town (Photos by Sarah Harbottle).
70-year--

logical solution for the time being
because the College would most likely switch to another source that
burns coal. Without Wooster's coal
plant, we would probably become
heavily dependent on American
Electric Power's (AEP) plants, which
typically burn 250,000 tons of coal a
year. Ninety percent of the College's
electricity is provided by AEP.
According to Schantz, AEP burns
coal more dirtily than the College; the
College does more to ensure that the

old

plant complies with EPA regulations.
As part of the 2004 Maximum
Available Control Technology Law
(MACT), the EPA ordered the
College to construct filtration systems that, according to Schantz,
"removed particulate matter from the
flue gas. Prior to this installation, we
were emitting about 30 tons of fly
ash per year."
Fly ash is finely ground coal with
trace amounts of heavy metals such
as arsenic, lead and mercury that

rediscovering life.
The ease of social interactions at the
College played a pivotal role in helping
me feel at home upon my arrival. The
cordial college atmosphere abolished
social inhibitions that previously
repressed me from comfortably conversing with strangers. Orientation
Week was characterized with a bundle
of surprises out of which the most

i

-I

may pose as health risks and environ-

mental concerns (The National
Academy of Sciences 2007).
The College invested $4 million in
the project in order to complete it by
Sept. 13, 2007, only to find in June of
that year that the United States
Court of Appeals vacated the law.
The College, however, chose to finish
the
construction. Consequently,
amount of fly ash was, according to
Schantz, "reduced to half a ton per
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life is, and how you have to
life
respect it. I was only 21
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We see the Lowry and Mom's
employees every day, but most students don't take a lot of time to get seemed so easy then. It made me
to know them.nAH of them have led realize that doing the job I was doing
was the type of job that you could
interesting lives and have interesting
lose your life
that quick."
ball
stories to tell. To get the
wife during his last
I
McNeil
his
few
met
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for a
minutes
rolling, sat
e
Naval
a
part-timassignment, working as a
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time
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leave
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and it was
he
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to see the world,"
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IS
place
the
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same
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said,
type of
environment as a
cheapest way to do it
wanted to come
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That was in 1963. I
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for
small
in
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was the Navy
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years. Loved it.
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very open and I
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leave,
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McNeil has six children, all of
ever, an aircraft malfunction caused a
whom
killed
are now grown. His youngest
which
134 people
plane crash
cancelled.
daughter
was
graduated from Ohio State
and the assignment
I
last
Two
now work with hira at
where
home
that
hit
yean
"It finally
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Upon examining the vastness of .the
United States, I was surprised by the
diversity among Southerners' and
Northerners. I noticed that however
different they may be, all Americans
were united in their regard for individualism and equality of opportunity.
My interactions with people with different sexual orientations and their
unique experiences were insightful.
Soon enough, I found myself discover- inir the culture and - lifestyle of

year."

i

'!

lipw.

.

anticipated college life at
Wooster to be
an academically

would enable me to enter the job market with invaluable professional skills

was going was going to be right
where the action was. It really wakes
you up and makes you realize how

...

tive student, I

usmangul

Lowry worker Ken McNeil shares his life story
Nathan Comstock
Voice Staff

As a prospec-

Lowry Dining Hall

.

..

employee Ken McNeil

Above,
happily looks forward to his next student interaction (Photo
courtesy OPI).
part-tim-

e

the college.
"Tony works over in the gym, he's
a custodial supervisor here on campus, and then I've got my daughter
who works on the night shift in
and Mateer. And then
QSeverence
wife
who
my
just finished up at the
she
was in the IT. departcollege,
a
ment as purchasing manager. She
retired in April."
McNeal retired three years ago,

Wooster

job at
but decided to get a part-tim- e
Lowry, working about twenty hours
a week.

He says, "The one thing is, with
retirement, you need to stay interacI have to have
tive with people.
something to look forward to. I
enjoy the students. Hopefully you
"
put
see that, that's not something
on. If you're a people person, you
miss that interaction."

Compiled by Charles Horenstein

At this point, I realized that it was
the ease of social interactions that
endorsed my exploration and discovery of the United States. I was reminded of the profound differences between
the East and the West. Eastern cultures and religions uphold values that
engender a high regard for conser
vatism while liberalism and individualism remain unexplored territories.
During the course of my Wooster
experience, 1 tound myselt to be
indulged in meaningful conversations
that altered mv views on basic values. I
discovered that my interpretation of
the world was stringent and I was
oblivious to interpretations of life that
were different from mine. I gave up the
practice of subconsciously assuming
my beliefs to be superior and developed
a sense of curiosity coupled with an
endless thirst for knowledge. I began
to value and praise perceptions that
were unique in nature and explored
avenues of exposure to diversity. One
of the most meaningful conversations
I had revolved around the justification
of suicide under extreme circumstances and the inverse relationship
between faith and logic. I discovered
that peneralizim? is inherently flawed
in argumentation because subjectivity
plays the role of a cornerstone in
forming conclusions. Through similar
conversations, at times with complete
strangers, I broadened my understand
ing of life and learned the true meaning of celebrating diversity. I began to
respect the difference of opinion as
opposed to trying to minimize it
through persuasion. While observing
the change I was undergoing, I deemed
that I owed this alteration in perception to discerning upperclassmen at
the. College who encouraged me to
think outside the box.
Instead of delivering lectures to
give out oceans of information, professors at the College are more inclined to
foster class participation among stu
dents. During class participation, viewpoints that bring up a unique aspect
receive
significant
appreciation.
Students are encouraged to exercise
critical thinking and adopt a broader
understanding and application of concepts. The encouragement from professors to think above and beyond
somehow led me to decide that it was
essential for us to examine and question the conventional way of living. I
believe this not only helps improve
lifestyles but also assists in discovering
why we do what we do.
The Wooster community offers a
social scenario that is extremely con- -

.

Ifpossible, place a faucet aerator on each
faucet. These inexpensive appliances conserve
heat and water, while keeping water pressure
--

can make your own effective,
cleaning products from ingredients like baking
soda, soap, vinegar and lemon. This saves time,
money and packaging and the, indoor air
quality ofyour home will increase too!
--

.

high.

Borrow from libraries instead of buying personal books and movies. This saves you money
and also saves a little ink and paper that goes
into printing new books.

You

non-tox- ic

--

Keep your cell phones, computers, and other
electronics as long as possible, and donate or
recycle them responsibly when the time comes
(yes, cellphones can be recycled!).
typically contains mercury and other toxins and
is rapidly becoming an environmental problem.
--

E-was-

Plan on traveling before or after rush hours,
e
traffic
and ifpossible use a GPS with
monitoring to avoid congested roads. When a- .,
car is stuck in traffic, its fuel consumption rate
can be double the rate of steady cruising
speeds. During the holidays, plan to travel a day
earlier or day later than peak driving days.
--

real-tim-

-

te

Keep checking back with us
for more tips on staying greenl

column continues on page 5
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Investment Club continues to build College's trust
Jonah Comstock

investment club, and people were
pretty suspicious of investments in
general unless they were bank
Since 1955, the College has been accounts," said Sell.
entrusting its money
in various
Today, the College actually employs
amounts
to a group of Wooster a number of investors to manage difstudents, some of whom are not ecoferent parts of their endowment and
nomics majors and some of whom different categories of investments.
have never invested money before.
The Jenny Investment Club serves as
Since 1955, the College has not been one of those investors, and is consisdisappointed.
tently in the top three returners in
Started in the 50s with about $800 their category, according to Daniel.
from students fined for missing
Their category is one of the highest
chapel services, the Jenny risk and therefore highest yield.
Investment Club turned that $800
"We compare favorably with the
into a $350,000 portfolio. In addiprofessional investors," said Sell.
tion, in 2002, the Board of Trustees
The club is made up of students
was so impressed with the club that from all years in a variety of majors.
they put them in charge of $500,000 Though many are business and ecoof the College's endowment. The nomics majors, some are in commu-nicatiotwo portfolios are now worth about
or psychology. Some have
$1.3 million and growing.
lots of investment experience, oth"The club basically manages a part ers, like Daniel himself, came to the
of the College's endowment," saidl-- club knowing nothing about invest- Club President Willem Daniel '11. ment. Many members are interna"Our mandate is to invest that tional students themselves, helping
money, produce some kind of return, to generate the money that funds
and use that to manage International
their own scholarships. Sell himself
Scholarships."
has a single vote in the club and no
The club is named for Hans Jenny veto power. Daniel and Sell both
(pronounced Yenni), a Swiss econombelieve the size and diversity of the
ics professor and Vice President for club and the student control help
Business and Finance who had the contribute to their success.
idea to start the group, which was at
"The students really do think difthat time called the Wooster Student ferently. They don't think like busiAid Club. According to Interim Vice
ness and economics majors," said
President for Business and Finance Sell. "I think it really gives us an
John Sell, the club's advisor and advantage in how we think about
Board of Trustees representative, the investment, because we don't miss
club was a radical idea at the time.
things."
"In 1955 nobody knew about any
What else makes the Jenny
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

continued from page 4
ducive to personal growth and intellectual exercise. As I underwent personal and intellectual growth, I came

to recognize that I was learning the
most from
experiences.
Examining the stars through binoculars in the peace of the night, learning
about the Greek way of life through
fraternities and sororities,
and coming across opinions that were
very different from mine contributed
more to my personal growth than
what I learned in class. The Wooster
experience I have altered my way of
thinking and taught me to balance vigorous academic challenges with extracurricular activities and personal
out-of-cl- ass

on-camp- us

then-mandat- ory

ris

The Jenny Investment Club's weekly Wednesday meeting
discuss savings, the College's endowment and the money
market (Photo by Maureen Sill.)
Investment Club successful? Well,
what they do isn't
They
aim to make the College money grow
steadily' over their years of existence.
"We are very cautious," said
Daniel. "We invest with a three to
five year horizon."
"We're investors, not speculators,"
Sell added.
The club requires a
vote to buy or sell stock, which
necessitates good arguments to support any move. Because they meet
once a week and no one can make
executive decisions, the club makes
use of something called a stop-loorder, wherein they set up their
day-tradi-

ng.

two-thir-

ds

ss

growth.
--

shares to sell automatically if they
drop below a certain point to mini- mize losses. This strategy served the
club very well when the current economic recession began.'
"In August, when things totally
collapsed, we lost about 14 percent,"
said Daniel, "but the market was
down 35 percent."
Members of the club learn a lot
about investment .and financial literacy, but they're also in it to have fun.
"It's nice to do something educational and fun and also give back to
the community," said Daniel. "We
just do this for fun, so it's not like it's
our life savings."

Usman Gul is a first-yefrom
Pakistan and can be reached for questions
or comment at UGullSwooster.edu
ar
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Matsos provides a friendly environment and great tood
Kevin Carpenter.
Business Manager

environment. There was one quote
that stuck out most to me when talkdiners could
ing to Mr. Matsos
expect to leave "happy in their'
tummy, happy in their heart, and
happy in their soul." I certainly
agree.
KK: I think it's time to rank it up!

Kipaya Kapiga
Web Editor
Our first review was of. Matsos, a
small Greek restaurant on the corner
of W. Liberty and S. Walnut. Upon
entering, we were immediately
struck by several details:
KC: I was immediately surprised
by how small the interior of the
restaurant was, but also how quaint.
'KK: 'But it's definitely set up" to
handle a lot of people. I like the large
communal table they have in the
middle. It actually reminds me of a
smaller burger cottage in Boston
that had a similar layout. It works
really well if you're stopping in for
lunch and don't feeljike getting a
booth. Though I feel like the booths
are a little close to each other. The
guys sitting next to us were quite
audible.
KC: Regardless, the place is really
nice. I feel pretty comfortable. The
staff is more than friendly. I'm honestly impressed, and I haven't even
eaten yet.
KK: I like how in touch with the
community it is. The walls are full of
news clippings and signed photos
from local Wooster groups like Ohio
Light Opera and the football team.
It's refreshing to see a restaurant
that's actually part of the' community, unlike the countless Chili's and
AppleBee's that look exactly the
same. It's clear that Matsos is
ing hard to connect on a local level to
his customers.
KC: True. It definitely had the
"family restaurant" feel. They also
have delicious, buttery and crusty
bread. It's free, and I ate four of the
six pieces while Kipaya was distracted. We had a second complimentary
basket, and then were ready to order.
KK: When asked what they recommended, the staff was quick to suggest the Christopher Special, a

1
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Senior Staff Writer
The Men's Advocacy Network
formed this year to address what
Michel O'Duffy '12, considers a
pressing need.
"We discuss how to become better
men," says O'Duffy, president of the
new organization.
The idea for the Men's Advocacy
Network, or M.A.N., came to O'Duffy
"in a dream." He says, "women are
taught how to be women by their
mothers, but men are not taught how
to be men by their fathers." O'Duffy
researched the existence of men's
issues groups across campuses in the
United States, but found few
resources for men. "There's not a real
forum for guys to talk about these
things ... that national basis does not
exist."

Atmosphere
KK:

810

'

KC:810
Service
KK:
KC:

;

1010
1010

'

"

Food
KK:

810

'

KC:710

;

Dessert

Above, Matsos Familt Restaurant displays a cottage-lik- e
interior and photos of the Ohio
Light Opera and the College's football team on its walls (Photo by Sarah Harbottle).

'

loaded sandwich of steak tips, onions
and tomatoes topped with an egg.
KC: I decided to eat vegetarian and
ordered the vegetarian lasagna. My
meal came with a side salad
Greek
with Matsos homemade Greek dressing. The salad wasn't anything fantastic, but the dressing certainly was
delicious; creamy, smooth and delectable.
KK: The Christopher Special was a
delicious mess.
Absoluteley overflowing with meat, lettuce, onions
and some of the most flavorful tomatoes I've had in a long time.
KC: Certainly a mess, Kipaya.
Watching this kid try to tackle this
sandwich was like watching a bear
try to peel a banana.
KC: I love it when restaurants give
you piping hot food
not lukewarm.
I can't tell you how many times I've
been to some chain restaurant and
they
plop your lukewarm meal on the table. No, this
lasagna is hot! And besides that, it's
pretty good. I wouldn't write home
about it, but it was still enjoyable.
KK: I'm definitely impressed with

my meal. It's the first time I've had

sandwich and I'm suran
prised to say that between the egg,
tomatoes and the steak-tip- s,
it proved
to be a good interplay of flavors.
Definitely something to write home
about for me.
KC: For dessert, they ran out of
tiramisu. Too bad. I had carrot cake
instead, which was an excellent
choice. The icing
and I'm a huge
fan of icing"
was silky, rich and
delicious. The cake part wasn't overwhelmingly carroty, but had just
enough spice to satisfy my needs.
KK: This is definitely a night of
firsts for me. Never having had
much experience with Greek cuisine,
I thought it best to let the'waitress
pick a dessert for me. The Baklava
she recommended was a nuttier pastry than I had expected. The real
treat here was clearly the Neapolitan
ice cream and the ring of chocolate
sauce draped around the edges of the
plate. I think I'm starting to see a
trend: there's always a little more to
the dishes at Matsos.
KC: I agree. The ice cream was
egg-topp- ed

half-hearte- dly

Men's Advocacy Network kicks off
Alexandra DeGrandchamp

:)

O'Duffy is attempting to create
such a forum. "We're trying to get at
real, genuine masculinity," he says,
"masculinity with integrity and
honor." The group tries to dissuade
negative images of masculinity as
"chauvinist." Group members learn
"how to become a better man, how to
carry one's self as a man ... becoming
a gentleman is a life-loprocess."
The group meets each Saturday
night in Babcock Formal Lounge at 7
p.m. Discussions vary weekly and fea- -,
ture a member of the group leading
discussion on a topic "on which he is
For example, one student, who had attended an etiquette
school, led a discussion on male etiquette.
O'Duffy has many plans for the
upcoming academic year. The group
has "lined up a series of faculty speakers" to lead Saturday night discus
ng

well-verse-

,

d."

,

sions and O'Dufly also indicated parents of group members are scheduled
to speak as well. In addition to discussions, the group studies cases of
"great men." The group is also planning a forum event for next semester,
which will feature a series of men discussing "what it means to be masculine," according to O'Dufly.
The M.A.N, is incorporating a
social aspect into their Saturday night
discussions. The group kicked off the
year with a party with a "Mad Men"
theme, and they plan to host a formal
dance next semester.
"This is an exciting group," says
O'Dufly, "with good discussions."
Group meetings are open to both men
and women on campus. O'Duffy
encourages interested students to
check the "red tie" poster on Lowry's
spiral staircase of the theme of each
week's meeting.

truly tasty, as was the coffee. I did
not expect coffee from a restaurant
and not a cafe, pastry shop or coffee shop
to be this good. It wasn't
Starbucks,
but it was close.
a
far cry from the bitter
Obviously
coffee of Lowry.
KK: The service is certainly one of
the best parts of the whole meal.
Rarely does one ever see the owner of
a restaurant out of the kitchen or
back office and engaging the customers. Coming from a big city like
Boston, it's refreshing to eat in a
restaurant where there's an actual
connection between the staff and the
diners. It's really nice to be in a place
where the restaurant's connections
to the community don't look like
they're something out of a corporate
catalog.
KC: Kipaya hit it on the nose with
refreshing. We had a chance to sit
down and have a nice conversation
with Mr. Matsos about a whole litany
of subjects. He even showed us at
magic trick. Besides the owner, the
staff was also extremely kind and
efficient, creating a very friendly
.

KK:
KC:

710
910

Coffee

KC:810
Total (Average):
KK: 8.2510
KC:

8.410

Inspired by the recent viewpoints
articles on the "the Wooster Bubble"
separating the college from the surrounding community, "About The
Town" is a new column that will feature regular reviews of local restaurants and businesses.
It is the hope of the writers that
such a column can help bridge the
gap between the college and its surrounding community at least in
terms of taste. For this reason,
About The Town will primarily features reviews of local restaurants
rather than the larger chains located
north of campus.
Questions, comments and suggestions
are always welcome and can be emailed
to voicestaffgmail.com or mailed to
To
the Voice's campus mail box
see the full conversation of the review
and more about the authors, visit
C-SI-

87.

www.thewoostervoice.com.
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Wooster Alum releases first private album on iTunes
Dan MiraldVs "Thirsty" gives rock a fresh,
The harmony vocals and
ing.
Miraldi's vocal quality make each
song feel a little richer than you'd
expect. There's also a nice balance
of fast and slow songs, and quite a
bit in between.
Most of the songs express relatively simple themes, but some of
the lyrics are quite clever. The first
and last tracks, "Sex Symbol" and "A
Keeper," both feature tongue-in-chelyrics about dysfunctional
relationships, which are fun and
upbeat. Other songs have themes and
lyrics that are cliche but so perfectly
cliche that you can't help but enjoy
d.
them, and their lyrics are still
the
catchiest
Probably
song
Than
on the album, "More
Yesterday," fits that category.
A few oblique
references to
like
"we
stood
Wooster,
together on
in
and
"More
roof"
the Chapel
I
made
heard
me
when
smile
More"
them, but aren't overt enough for
other people to be confused by them.
On the surface, there's nothing
brilliant about Miraldi's music. But

new material.

Nathan Comstock

Stylistically, the album jumps
around a lot, which is good, because
it keeps the songs from all sounding
the same; Several of the more
like
"That
numbers,
upbeat
guySummer romance" and "Laura
McHugh," have sort of a bubble-gupop feel reminiscent of early
60s rock, but with a
and
beat
driving

Voice Staff
A lot of you probably still rememafter all he
ber Dan Miraldi '09

only graduated a year ago. But for
those of you who never had the
chance to see him perform over the
past four years, you still have an
opportunity to check
out this Wooster
alum's music. His new
album, "Thirsty," is
available for download
on iTunes, and it's
more than worth the
ten bucks.
this is technically
Although
Miraldi's second album, it is the first
to be released on iTunes and the first
to consist entirely of solo pieces
his first album, "21," contained a mix
of songs from his bands Cherry
Flavored Elevator, Exit Suburbia and
Seizure Salad. "Thirsty" contains a
few songs found on that album,
with a more
remixed and
professional quality, but is mostly

m

made me want to sing along and
maybe dance a little. Overall, I'd call
it a pretty solid debut, and I hope,
there is more to come from, this
Wooster star.

he has managed to capture, in several
different kinds of rock music, whatever element it is that makes rock
music fun. "Fun" is probably the best
it
word to describe the album

up-and-co-

ming

ek

instrumentation that
feels much more modOther tracks,
ern.
"Little
especially
Voices," have a Vnore
modern rock feel to
them, with fast bass riffs and electric
guitar licks. Some of his ballads
seem like 70s classic rock, although a
little softer and less intense, and the
title track is much more folkish than

well-crafte-

most of the album.
But whatever kind of rock seems
to be the basis for a given song,
Miraldi deviates slightly from it
not to the point that it's distracting,
but enough to make things interest

re-recor-ded

sound

high-energ-y

Dan Miraldi '09 released "Thirsty" and has officially begun his
music career. Photo courtesy Dan Miraldi.

Students and celebrities alike bring jazz culture to campus
There are few who would disagree
that jazz music is the only worldwide
genre that is authentically American.
Steadily evolving and expanding its
borders since its creation in the early
20th century, the jazz world has seen
multiple great names that have shaped
its course and influenced

such as Chuchito Valdez have even
claimed the stage. This last Saturday
among the many festivities of Family
Weekend, the ensemble delivered what
viewers say was the best show they
have seen in many years.
The night began with an eclectic
selection, performed by the Wooster
Jazz Ensemble alone. Selections includ-

s

music around the globe.
Today, however, these
legends are not as well

the
known
among
American population.
Miles Davis, Duke Ellington and
Louis Armstrong are certainly not
strangers to anyone's ear. "They're
jazz musicians," one might respond
when asked about them. But what
about such names as McCoy Tyner,
Dave Holland, and Gordon Goodwin?
Unless familiar with the jazz world,
these names would cause the common
person to draw a blank.

U.S.

ed Wayne Shorter's 1966 masterpiece
"Footprints," arranged by the College's
'12.
Massicotte
own
Etienne

popula-

trumpet

tion so long to
acknowledge its breadth and complexity as art music.
However, there are those who strive
to bring high-clajazz music to the
The
ears of the common listener.
College of Wooster Jazz Ensemble is

Massicotte's
chops were later

no exception. Known for diverse and
performances, the Jazz

Motenko,
pianist Jake
guitarist
Briggs''10, and smooth-fe- el
Nick Terelle '10 also took the solo spotlight throughout the first set. It was

high-ener-

ed

super-power-

featured

in "I
Clifford," Benny Golson's
tribute to jazz trumpet legend Clifford
Brown, who met an early death in a car
accident at the young age of 25 in 1956.
First-yeMicah
Saxophonist
Remember

ss

ar

high-ener-

gy

has performed many concerts in the past years, bringing jazz
Ensemble

gy

during the second act, though, that a
piece of jazz history entered the stage.
Throughout his time here, Jeff
Lindberg, the Jazz Ensemble's direc- tor, has gotten many large names to
come to play in Wooster, in part due
to his position as director the of
This last
Chicago Jazz Orchestra.
was
no exception, as Lionel
Saturday
Frederick "Freddy" Cole walked up to
the piano with grand applause.
Kicking the night off with a few of
his own favorites, Cole's trio, powered
with drummer Curtis Boyd, upright
bassist Elias Bailey, and young jazz
guitarist Randy Napolean, Cole dazzled the audience with a unique sound
that, although resembling ' that of
Freddy's formidable brother Nat King
Cole, created a aura of an old musical
history being taught by an elder man
to his grandchildren. Freddy Cole, at
78 years, was at no inability to entertain, still throwing sparse, tasteful
piano riffs and using his characteristic
raspy vocals. The audience found it

difficult to keep from dancing in the
middle of McGaw Chapel.

.

The evening ended with Wooster's
Jazz Ensemble taking the stage once
again, but this time with Freddy as
the lead man. The young, driving
energy of the Jazz Ensemble combined with the classic suave of
Freddy and his guitarist created a
collaboration that stretched the
minds of all the listeners in the
packed chapel. The finale ended with
a medley tribute to the great Nat
King Cole, with Freddy putting in
the final word that although he may
look, sound and act like Nat, he is
still Freddy, and has his own unique
musical style that is gaining rapid
popularity throughout and beyond
the world of jazz.
People entered the show unfamiliar
with Cole's style, and unfamiliar with
a whole. Many of them
left, however, asking themselves why
they had not sooner indulged in this

jazz music as

--

delightful bit of American heritage.

Wooster Street Style
Known for wearing everything from
antique hats to scuba suits around campus,
cross country runner Zane Shetler '10, goes
for comfort in corduroys, black dress shoes
detective-esqu- e
and an
overcoat
with a faux-ftrim. The perfectly matching
socks might have been a coincidence, but our
photographers didn't care.
unkempt
coif is also part of his overall "look," which
he describes as "heroin chic."

The skillful color pairings and attention to
caught the eye, of
one of our photographers this week. Amy
gave us a few minutes of her time to answer a

'

shape of Amy Cohen '10

few questions.

old-scho-

.

i

ol,

ur

How would you describe your style?

She-tier'-

"I would describe my style as
punk light. My closet is full of plaid
dresses and shirts, and I tend to wear them
more than I should. I try to make my basics a
details, like a
little edgier with
plaid-centr-

.

ic

andor

s

'

1

Where do you get your clothing?

'.is

punk-inspir- ed

V-ne-

.

"Either from my dad's garage, or

studded belt or black boots. I think simplicity
is underrated; there's nothing better than a
black jeans, and black boots."
white

a

nursing

home."

'
i

ck,

Do you care about fashion?
Any fashion faux pas?

"In the words of Coach Dennis Rice, you
gotta look good to be good."

i
I

wearing
"Leggings that hit at mid-ca- lf
those makes your legs look shorter and stock- ier than they really are! I would also love to see
as flats tie
more girls wear flats than
a look together so easily, while dirty
make anything look sloppy."

H ouster Street tihle nwj annpiUd this weeb by

ps,

fli-flo-

ps

.1...

-

J

i

flip-flo-

.

:

stars to the college stage. Local greats
Don Braden and Paul Ferguson have
made appearances, and cultural jazzers

If one who had never even set foot
in the world of American jazz were
to dive in and gain knowledge, he or
she would be stunned at. the vastness
of the culture. The culture has created its own genres w ithin the jazz
realm, and to become well versed in
its styles and types can take multiple
lifetimes of study. Thus, jazz music-hadeveloped on its own, apart from
American pop
music, wondering what
has taken the

Ryan LeBlanc
Voice Staff

L

j

-

Amy Cohen '10 (left) sports her colorful ensembles v.iiilo Zone
(right) goes for a comfier, earthy look. Photos by Maureen Sill.

Shetler '10

Maureen Sill and Linda h'uster. If you would like to
be involved in this feature, either of them can he

replied

mshi ioumster.edu

at

or

LKteruutn.edu.

Palace Theatre brings Broadway talent to Ohio
Ashley Farrar
Chief Copy-edit-

with the

It vas a dark and stormy night in
Transylvania ... Actually, the weather in Cleveland that day was quite
nice. On Oct. 18 I went to see Mel
Brooks'
musical
"Young
Frankenstein" at the Palace Theatre.
Having seen it on Broadway two
years ago, I knew I had to see it
again, and it didn't disappoint.
Diehard fans of the movie, released
in 1974, will recognize several lines
and hilarious moments in the musical.
Even with the raunchy lyrics lewd
humor and provocative choreography,
there were still many children in the
audience. And although many of the
jokes probably went over their heads,
even they were laughing alongside
their parents.
The creative genius behind "Young
Frankenstein," Mel Brooks isn't the
only person the musical has in common

reographer Susan Stroman, set designer Robin Wagner and costume designer
Wiliam Ivey Long with "The

or

Broadway
production "The Producers." "Young
Frankenstein" shares director and chorecord-breaki- ng

Producers.".

Three original members of the
Broadway cast join the traveling edition to delight their audiences. Roger

Bart ("The Producers,"
Good Man Charlie
Shuler
Brown"),
Hensley ("Tarzan,"
"Oklahoma") and
Cory
English
Dolly,"
("Hello

"You're a

"Guys and Dolls") pick up their original roles from Broadway as Dr.

Frankenstein, The Monster and Igor,
respectively. The stage dynamic
between these three characters
allowed them to improv a little and
they worked well together.
Dr. Frederick Frankenstein

is reluctant
that's
have its downfalls. Unfortunately
at first to take up the family business Megan Mullally, most known for her
of creating monsters. However, he role as Karen in "Will & Grace," was
unable to return to her role as
gives in to persuasions from his bubbly, humpbacked assistant Igor and
Elizabeth, Dr. Frankenstein's fiance.
creates his first monster. The Beth Curry takes on the role, and does
Monster is an endearing character
it well but seems to be lacking the
as Mullally.
despite having very little dialogue same
until the end, and the audience can't
In the finale when a vampire comes
help but root for him as he evades the to Transylvania looking to relocate a
angry villagers.
joke is made about a sequel titled
The scene that gar"The Son of Frankenstein" before
nered
the
the curtain closes and the cast takes
most
laughs was without a their bows to a standing ovation.
doubt "Puttin" on the Even though the audience knows
Ritz," a number that
that line is thrown in as a joke, I.
invokes
the play- - think a sequel with the same creators
within-a-pla- y
motif. Dr. Frankenstein
and comedic genius as "Young
shows the audience of townspeople Frankenstein" would not be too farthat the Monster is a misunderstood
fetched an idea.
While "Young Frankenstein" is no
creature that doesn't mean them any
harm. The act was "Super duper!"
longer playing in Cleveland, you can
in
Despite the laughs and my overall still catch the production
enjoyment of the traveling version of Columbus at the Ohio Theatre from
Oct. 27 to Nov. l.
"Young Frankenstein," the musical did
"fronk-en-stei-

n"
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Women's soccer wins three straight to reassert success
SamVanFleet

games
were conference games, the Wooster
women's soccer team has finally started to turn their luck around by tacking
on two wins to their conference record,
bringing it to a more respectable
in conference and
overall. This
2-3-

-1

10-3- -4

change of pace is exactly what the
Scots need if they hope to secure a
spot in the NCAC Tournament, which
is just around the corner.
The Scots' most recent win came
this past Saturday. Wooster was able to
shut out Kenyon College and earn a
win at Carl Dale Memorial Field.
The lone goal came from Paige Piper
'13. Ii i the fourth minute, Piper sent in
, a shot: that screamed past the keeper
into the upper-rigcorner of the net.
Piper' s fifth goal of the season was all
the Fighting Scots needed to secure
the win over the Ladies. Both sides
had ample offensive opportinuties with
the Scots launching eight shots toward
goal. ' Stalwart defense on both sides
with Scot goalkept (:he game at
keeper Michele Ring '13 recording
three saves converting her fifth
shutout of the season, an impressive
feat for a first-yea- r.
It is hard to tell whether this sudden
turnaround is the consequence of
playing easier teams or improved play
fromi the Scots. Though they secured
1-

ch

1-

r

Mutthezv

-0

j

F

Viwnii
sat down and
with libero an:
.'.

defensive ipeciuli.
Kelley Johnson '1.1.
Johnson,
in her
fmt year wish the .sv.
tribuh'd 5 lift digs tins .,
overall in the NCAC.
Johnson is replacing AU
'0.9, who was an
All-Amc-

for

the volleyball team.

-

;

YsV

hA,

,

'matches, against "it.
Naarene rUnivei sityl
Malone College. Do
this as being proUeii;
terms of momentum er
dence going into the NCY

-0

I

I
i

s.

"

i
'

H

nament?

The Scots have rallied and found their form with three wins

in

a row (Photo by Sam VanFleet).

I

and things we need to work o t.
help us improve in preparation f.ri
matches against Kenyon Coll.
and Hiram College leading sin to j
the conference tournament.
MY: The last match :r
i

another step closer to Jordan,' and having maybe his best supporting cast, it's
hard to bet against the Lakers.
Predicted Record: 9, First in the West
The Celtics
2. Boston Celtics
come next, simply by virtue of being
healthy. With Kevin Garnett back, the
Celtics are ready to stake their claim as
the beast of the east. 'The Celtics were
able to sign Rasheed Wallace in free
..agency, Jiut.l question. bcomiiutment
and if he has anything left. A signing
that I really like is Marquis Daniels
from the Pacers. His versatility allows
for the Celtics to play small more effectively, something that caused them
problems in Atlanta two years ago, and
doomed them against the Magic last
year. The bench is still iffy, as the
Celtics lack a proper backup point
guard and center, but if they stay
healthy and if Wallace is still motivated
the Celtics will probably be making
room for that lHth banner. Predicted
Record: 60-2-2,
First in the East. ;
The team
3. Cleveland Cavaliers
closest to my heart. This is going to be
a rollercoaster year for the Cavs. After
thejr disappointing exit in the Eastern
Conference Finals last year, the LeBron
2010 stories started to appear again.
Make no mistake, it is finals or bust for
the Cavs in 2010. With the big addition
of Shaquille O' Neal (see what I did
there?), the Cavs have a strong post
option for the first time since Shawn

.At long last the NBA season is upon
This is shaping up to be a great
one. The NBA is

us.

not

like other
sports organizations like the
NFL or MLB;
parity does not do
J the NBA any
Christ
good. The NBA
it. best when there are, several domi- jiant teams and then everyone else.
are the teams I look to contend
lor the title this year.
The
1. Los Angeles Lakers
Lakers get the top spot, because they
are the defending champs and they
look poised to make a repeat They
jilost guard Trevor Ariza, a key piece in
the 2009 championship run, but
replaced him with forward Ron Artest,
who is a solid replacement and should
give them toughness, defense; and out-- r
side shooting. Artest has struggled
when he has been the second or third
scoring option. Being a part of a true

KJ: I saw the losses, if any thin
as being helpful in our team's
cess. Both teams are NA1A s .!.
so it showed us where we need t
:

"

A preseason look at the NBA's five contenders

l-I-

-

MY: What has confr'.
most to the team's 10-r- n ' '
ning streak in conference j
KJ: Our team has really
oped a sense of togethernereally get along on the court
and that has helped in our v
MY: The team lost its j

wiaDMg0:iram0!i

f

senna-

-0

r
'

I

ri.

during her junior and

ht

1-

1

63-1-

,

ere

!

championship contender, I can see him
deferring to Kobe Bryant happily.
Also wortli watching is young center
Andrew Bynum. Every year we hear
that it's his coming out year, only to
have him disappoint either by injury or
lackadaisical play. With Phil Jackson
looking to get him more involved on
offense, it's put up or shut up time for
Bynum. With Kobe looking to take

He may not be able to stop
Dwight Howard, but hopefully he can
slow him down enough to allow the
Cavs to cover those three point specialists on the Magic. As for the Celtics, I
think that until one team shows the
ability to win in the other's home court,
that matchup will continue to be a
I also like the additions of
tossup.
Anthony Parker and Jamario Moon,
jtwostrong..wing. UcJcndcrs.jyho can
also shoot the three at a high percent- age. With the addition of Parker and
Moon the Cavs bench is much stronger
as well. This is the best team LeBron
has ever played on, but is it good
enough? I'm not sure yet. Predicted
Record:
second in the East.
5
While I've put
4. Orlando Magic
them fourth in my preview; I am not
disrespecting thetagic by any means.
With the addition of Vince Carter, the

;

more conventionmake them easier
weaknesses they

The Wooster Scots knew the game
against Wabash College last weekend
would be tough even before they even
took the field. Wabash, ranked No. 1 8

ond half. After three possessions witli
no first downs, Wabash went to work
again near midfield. The Little Giants
drive off with a
capped this
touchdown through the air,
lead.
giving Wabash a 31-the
In response to
score, Austin
Holter '10 led the team down the field

Spurs are extremely dangerous and
could easily win the title this year, if
everything goes right. Even more so
than the Celtics, health is a major fac-

'

tor for this team, but if they avoid the
injury bug, I think Tim Duncan gets
his fifth ring this year. Predicted
Record:
second in the West
1
Conference Finals Predictions:
61-2-

.

Boston over Cleveland, San Antonio
over Los Angeles
San
NBA Finals Prediction:
Antonio over Boston in seven.

48-ya- rd

17-ya-

rd

14

in the country, came into John P. Papp
Stadium ready to play. Wooster took
the lead early in the second quarter,
but Wabash ended up being too much
for the Scots to handle, as Wabash prevailed with a 7 win.
The first glimpse of victory came
for the Scotts when Rob Holtz '13
blocked a Wabash punt which Kyle
Murdock '1 1 managed to scoop up in
the end zone for the score. This touchdown gave Wooster a 0 lead and a
burst of energy going into the second

30-ya- rd

87-ya- rd

37-2- 1.

37-2-

....

big for the defense, sacking and stripping Belton, and giving the ofiense
one last chance. Seven plays later
Wooster struck again, but failed to

convert the
attempt.
converAfter the failed two-poision, Wooster managed to recover
their onside kick attempt, putting the
offense on the field yet again. However
the offense did not manage to get a
single first down, and ended up losing
yards on the drive.
Offensively Wooster had, a decent
game with the exeption of turnovers.
'
Robert Flagg '12 had 62 yards on 13
two-poi-

nt

I

rushes, and also pulled in five receptions for 32 yards. Wabash had too
many weapons on offense for the Scots

to stop. Even with an unexperienced
quarterback making his first collegiate
start, Wabash receiver Kody Leinond
had nearly 200 yards on 10 receptions

14-1-

quarter.
This lead was short lived as
Wabash's Chase Belton threw a
touchdown only three plays later.
The Scots could not score and went
into the half trailing 4.
In the third quarter, Wooster
stopped Wabash's first series, but a
few plays after the punt, Jake Martin
of the Little Giants picked the ball off
and returned it to the Wooster nine-yatouchdown
line. The third-dow- n
hroughtheairputWabash on. the
better end of a 24-1- 4 score.
Wooster just could not seem to get
anything going on offense in the sec

nt

1

KJ: We are definitely ready. Wej
are high in the conference and t!
match against Hiram will determitii
pirn e
second
who
gets
would
the
result
we
of
Regardless
plav them in the tournament, hut;
the lact that we can he second is;
pushing us.
i
MY: Coming in as a first
f.Il
t'
void
a
had
at
big
to
you
libera position with the gra,!.
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The defensive line kept it as close as they could against No. 18
Wabash College this past Saturday (Photo by Charlie Fanelli).
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team was very welcoming, epi
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Wooster is now 3 (3-- 1 NCAC),
and despite having lost three games,
they still have a chance at the NCAC
championship. The Scots will travel
Allegheny
to NCAC opponent
tomorrow for a
College (6-must win game against the Gators.
The Scots must follow this weekend's
game with a victory against Oberlin
College Nov 7 at home, and arch-rivWittenberg University to finish off
the season in Springfield, Ohio on
4--

17-1-

'

1

iiev.i:1

and four touchdowns.

53-ya- rd

to have

MY: Has the success we've
in conference since those t'
midseason losses built a t.
that is more ready to play t'
top teams a second time arou

Spurs see their championship window
closing, and are making one last push
towards another title.
With their
additions and a healthy Tim Duncan,
Manu Ginobli, and Tony Parker, the

but makes them
tougher for others (Celtics). The Magic
also made some great bench additions

completing five passes, including a
touchdown to Jordan Mclntyre '13.
Wabash put a cap on the game with
a
screen pass touchdown to
end an
drive and increase the
Little Giant lead to
After Wooster turned the ball over
on downs, Matt DeGrand '10 came up

pumped up and motivated
another chance at them.

shooting power forward) as a free
agent and snatched up Dejuan Blair in
the second round of the draft. The

Scots fall to Wabash, remain in NCAC race
Nick Kendall
Voice Staff

i

55-2-

Magic fioally have someone who can
take over a game like Dwight. Vince
may be older( but he averaged 20 points

Magic have become a
al team, which might
for the teams whose
could exploit (Cavs)

'

finals I'm sure Dwight Howard will
make the leap from star to dominating
force. The Magic are very dangerous
and will look to take to the top of the
East once again. Predicted Record:
third in the East
7
Easily
. 5..San Antonio .Spurs .?
had the best off season of any team in
the league. They totally stole Richard
Jefferson from the Bucks, signed
Antonio McDyess (a dependable jump

57-2-

per game, and has never played on a
good team. This could be the year that
Vince Carter finally reaches his potential and becomes a memorable player.
With the loss of Hedo Turkoglu the

Hiram resulted in a three set loss.
What about the team has?
changed since that loss and the
two losses against Wittenberg;
University midseason?
KJ: In the loss against Hiram all
three sets. were really close, and!
since that loss we've wanted to t t
back at them. We're all pretty
;

in Brandon Bass and Ryan Anderson;
they will give a great boost to sixth
man of the year candidate Mickael
Pietrus. With his first taste of the

Kemp.

)

1

--

'

a depressing slump of five
without a win, four of which

two games of the season. The Scots
are currently tied for fourth place in
the NCAC standings leaving them in
limbo needing not pnly to win but for
season.
other teams above them in the standDespite the complacency displayed
ing to falter in the late stages of the
by the Scots in their most recent victoseason. The Scots traveled to Hiram
ry, the fans can be satisfied that the
College Wednesday for their last road
team has once again found a way to game of the regular season. The Scots
crack in the win column. Recent sucwin when Kelsey
pulled out a
cess provides hope after a stretch of Peters '12 scored off a corner kick
play that had the team nearly counted
with under 15 minutes left in the game.
out entirely. I lopefully, Wooster can The Scots will end the season at home
use the momentum from the last two against currently undefeated Denison
games and push on to win their final
tomorrow at 1 p.m.
.

i

Alter

.

will come to Wooster Saturday for the
last game of the regular season. It will
prove to be a last-diteffort by the
Scots to secure any hope of the post-

.

Voice Staff

the win, they only recorded eight total
shots in a game where they could have
easily gone into double digits. In the
second half it seemed as if their feet
were dragging as the Scots fell put of
the game. The team showed less hustle
than exhibited in the first 45 minutes
of play. Though they managed to
secure the win against Kenyon, currently sixth in NCAC rankings, it will
take much more consistent work to
defeat more formidable 'opponents in
the conference such as Denison
University. Denison currently stands
undefeated in NCAC play. The Big Red

'
j

!

8
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The Wooster Voice

Field hockey adds to impressive conference campaign
goals.

Kike Haggerty
Voice

Stan

It wasn't looking good for the
Wooster field hockey team late
Wednesday afternoon as they trailed
Denison University by two, mid-wthrough the second half. Throughout
the first half the Scots had been unable
to slow the Big Red offense, lead by
first-ye- ar
Catie Merrick. Fortunately,
the Scots would soon score three unanswered goals on the way to a 5- -4 win
over the Big Red. This comeback win
could not have come at a better time as
the Wooster women look to beat
Kenyon College next week in their
final regular season game at home.
In the beginning all was well for the
Scots, as Stephanie Standera "1 1 scored
on an early penalty corner and
Amanda Artman '10 put in a backhanded shot to make the score 2.
Denison managed to outshoot the
Scots 13-- 6 in the first half, with
Merrick managing to score three goals
, before the break,
giving Denison the
Jead at half. Merrick proved to be
Denison's most dangerous offensive
weapon, scoring all four of the team's
ay

2--

The Scots' rally began when Artman
scored a beautiful goal with an assist
from Eileen Barrer '11 midway
through the second half. That goal lifted the Scot's spirits as it pulled them
within one, making the score 4--3 in
favor of Denison. It wasn't long before
Clare Nelson-Johns'13 tied up the
score with only the second goal of her

t

'

w'

It

on

collegiate carrier. To top off the miraculous comeback Laura German '13
blasted a shot past the Denison keeper

to give Wooster the win late in the second half.
Because of her stellar offensive play
for the Scots, Artman was once again
named
North
Coast
Athletic
Conference (NCAC) Player of the
Week. Artman has played a significant
role in each of the Scots last two wins.
These wins, coming at a crucial point
in the season, helped the Scots draw
even with Wittenberg University at
the top of the NCAC standings. This
week marks the second time Artman
has won this award this season and it is
no surprise given how impressive her
play has been. Currently she leads the
NCAC in points, 58, and goals, 26. She

"7

I

i

Lauren Grimanis "12 has played all 18 games for the Scots this season and has been a dofensiye
stopper, noicning mree aerensive saves (Photo by Sam VanFleet)
also broke the NCAC's record for
career points earlier this season and is

Madalyn Myers '12 gave the Scots
an excellent performance as well, with
seven saves in the win. This victory
will take the Scots into their final

currently just two goals shy of passing
The College s career scoring record

Volleyball keeps rolling Soccer wins first
Andrew Vogel
Editor in Chief
The Wooster volleyball team has not
lost an NCAC match in almost a
month. Tomorrow afternoon the Scots
21-(12-- 3,
will host Hiram College
(13-- 2,
20-in the regular season
finale. While the Terriers are one of
the most talented teams the Scots have
played all year, the Scots will look to
not get spooked on Halloween and lock
up second-plain the NCAC before
the conference tournament.
Since a( loss on Oct. 2 against
Wittenberg University, the Scots have
been as focused and relentless as a
Glenn Beck rant. The Scots have gone
10-- 3
since their loss to the Tigers in
Springfield, Ohio, with two of these
losses coming against NAIA opponents Malone University and Mt.
Vernon Nazarene University.
The Scots have received a slew of
impressive performances during, this
togame NCAC win streak, KateLynn
Riley '10 continues to lead the offense,
totaling 409 kills. This total leads the
conference. Riley also leads the NCAC
in three other categories as well
hitting percentage (.376), blocks (1.05)
and points (486).
Lizzi Beal '12 has paced the offense
and set up numerous opportunities for
Riley and the rest of the team. Beal has
tallied 903 assists this season, putting
her second in the conference behind
Denison's Claire Koneval. The Scots
have also received strong contributions from Melissa Morgan '13, Erin
Webster '13 and Kelley Johnson '13.
Morgan and Webster are second and
8)

9)

ce

Tho

Chris Weston
Sports Editor
Early in the season, it looked as if the
men's soccer team was going to prove
the critics wrong, scoring seven goals
through four games on pace to a
record. However, this flash of brilliance
seemed to last as long as Paris Hilton's
singing career.
Don't worry, this tale has a silver lining.
2-1-

The Fighting

-1

'

Scots lost to the

Oberlin College Yeomen 4--1 in a game
very telling of this season. The Scots
looked outmatched from the get go,

were beaten relatively handily
losing two matches to the Tigers and one
match to the Terriers in nine straight

allowing Oberlin senior Skyler Dum to
score two goals in the first 23 minutes
of play. One was on a defensive foul

sets. During these matches in late

September and early October, the
team's key first-yea- rs
barely had a
month of collegiate experience under
their belts
they had hardly broken
in their knee pads. When they take the
floor tomorrow, they will be riding a
1
conference, win streak..
The Scots have already qualified for
the NCAC Tournament, and are
assured of at least a No. 2 or 3 seed.
With a 15-- 0 conference record,
Wittenberg has already clinched the
top spot in the tournament, and
Allegheny has clinched the final tournament spot with a 6 conference
record. While the Scots can move into
a second-plac- e
tie with a win over
Hiram tomorrow, they are assured of
facing the Terriers again next week in
the NCAC Tournament. The loser of
tomorrow's match won't have to brood
for long
they'll get a chance at
revenge next week when the stakes are

committed, just outside the goal box,

Stadium.

NCAC match

granting Dum a free kick. The other
was five minutes later, as Dum broke
away from the Wooster defense, giving
himself a shot on goal. KarlRuter'lO
had an opportunity to make up some
ground with a penalty shot, but was
foiled by the keeper.
In the second half, Dum was back at
it, scoring two goals in the 57th and
58th minutes, giving the Yeomen a 0
4--

lead. The only bright spot came for the
Scots in the 87th minute, when Davis
Bates '10 scored his first goal of the
season off of a Ruter assist.
What was most disappointing about
this game was that it continued to high-

light the negative aspects of the Scots'
season up until that point The Scots
had almost as many opportunities to

score as the Yeoman (12 sihots for
Oberlin
versus Wooster's 10), yet were
,
far less accurate, as the score dictates.
Even more, in a game when Taylor

Takacs '12, the NCAC leader in saves,
added nine more to his total, the Scots'
defenders continued to allow Dum to
take shots on goal, even when he was
the only one scoring.
But, as we recently learned fibm the
Detroit Lions, everyone wins soioner or
later. In their second to last game of
the season, the Scots battled back
against the Allegheny College 'Gators,
winning 1 in front of the home
crowd. With 15 seconds remaini ng in a
tied game, Ruter scored on a free kick to
secure the Scots' first NCAC vie tory of
"
the season.
The Scots set out to finish the ir season on the road against the Denison
University Big Red on Saturday.
2--
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Don't have a clue who'j koine; to
win the big game? Every wrek,
sports nuts Matthew Yam lie,
Andrew Vogel, Chris Weston lind
Jason Weingardt will pick tthe
week's biggest football games, both
college and pro. Some will be on t he
mark, others probably not so muiph.
Well track their progress evejry
week with season standings. Thi nk
they've picked the wrong team s?
Feel free to let them know what you

...

9--

think

all

sports

at

-

Standings (Last week's results)

Justin Younker '10 fights for possession as part of a Wooster
attack that has struggled this season (Photo by Sam VanFleet)

even higher.

sports nuts make a few predictions that may

about

voicesportswooster.edu.

wefts

right, end

Jason:
Chris:
Andrew:
Matthew:

-5)

119-57(18-

.

-7)

111-58(19-

-6)

104-6-

5

(18--

7)

M Matthew
A Andrew
C Chris

t:i thet vJ s'.j go c::r

n:?:i ti.ena

117-59(30-
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All
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NCAA Games
Thursday, Oct. 99
yannia

FinaU Match-u- p and Winner
San Antonio over Cleveland

Atlantic Champ
Boston

.

Central Champ
Cleveland

8
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i

Bostn
'

Cleveland

Orlando
Eastern Conference Darkhorse
Washington
Northwest Cliamp
Denver
PaeiHc C!..i!T'p
Los An;;-,-Libers
Southwest CI.jipp
San Antonio
Veitern Conference larkhore
Los Anj; Irs Clippers
'
MVP
Kolie Try int
'
v e y. ,.r
Stephen Curry
.--

Finals
and Winner
Los Angeles Lakers over Cleveland
Atlantic Champ
Boston
Central Champ
Cleveland
Southeast Champ
Orlando
Eastern Conference Darkhorse

;

Southeast Champ
Orlando
Eastern Conference Darkhorse
Philadelphia
Northwest Champ
Portland
Pacific Champ
Los Angeles Lakers
Southwest Champ
San Antonio
Western Conference Darkhorse
Oklahoma City
MVP
Paul I'ieree
Rookie of t!.e Year
Tyreke Evans

Finals

Match-u- p
and Winner
San Antonio over Boston
Atlantic Champ
Boston
Central Champ
Cleveland
Southeast Champ
Orlando
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(M) Purdue at Wise (J.A.C)
25 Miss at Auburn (MJiJ)
(All) Missouri at Colorado
Georgia vs.
Florida (All)
19 Miami at Wake Forest:
(All)
(All) 24 Cal at ASU
(JA.C) UCLA at Oregon St.(M)
(C)
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Friday, Oct.

Eastern Conference Darkhorse

WVIiin'fim

K,u!.

(C)UNCatl5VT(MAJ)

we -- ton
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Match-u- p

Central Champ

Southeast Cliamp

r

vonol

Final Match-u- p
and Winner
Boston over San Antonio
Atlantic Champ

Y

--

weingardt

M.

,

third on the team in kills behind Riley,
respectively. Johnson, meanwhile, has
played consistently at libero and leads
the team with 535 digs. This total
places the first-ye- ar
second in the conference overall in that category.
The Scots seem to be firing on all
cylinders and
simply put
are currently hotter than a Sports Illustrated
swimsuit photo shoot. Tomorrow's
match against Hiram will be an interesting test. Wittenberg and Hiram are
the class of the NCAC. When the
Scots last played these two teams, they

game of the season as they face conference opponent Kenyon College on
Saturday at noon at John P. Papp

n-nce
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(All)
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(JA.C)
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22 S. Carolina at Tenn (A,C)
3

Texas at

5 USC at

OKST
Oregon (M)
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Sunday, Nov.

NCAC Fall Standlnns

;

1

(M.A.C) Houston at BufTalo (J

)

Cleveland at Chicago (All)
Seattle at Dallas (All)
St. Louis at Detroit (All)
(C) Denver at Baltimore (M,ArJ)
(C) SF at Indianapolis (M.AJ)
(M,C) Miami at NYJ (AJ) '
(M) NYG at Philadelphia (J.A.C)
(C) Jacksonville at Tenn (M,A,J)
Oakland at San Diego (All)
Carolina at Arizona (All)
(J) Minn at Green Bay (M,A(C)
!

Football

Golf

1. ) Wittenberg

n

o
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v

sT

2. )

Wibuh

3. )

Allegheny

3.)

Woofer

(440(7-0- )

6.)Deniwn

6)0hweileyin
'

i

i

(6-1- )

(3--

1)

(6--

Wittenberg
2. ) Ohio Woleyui
3. ) Allegheny
4. ) Wonter
1. )

1)

4-l)

(3-2- )

(3-5-

)

(1--

3)

(3--

4)

(1--

3)

(2--

3)

(1--

3)

(1--

6)

(l-3)(l--

6)

(0--

4)

(1195)
(1218)
(1242)
(1269)
(1281)
(1328)
(1333)
(1509)

5. ) Wabuh
6)Deniaon

7.) Kenyon
.

;

IO.)Hinm

ir

)

3-l)(-

5) Kenyon
6) Erthm
6.) Oberlin

(4-1-

8)Hirm

.
(0-7- )

Volleyball
1.

2
,

ft

Field Hockey

2. )

I.) Wittenberg

(9-2- )

l.)Wootttr
3)Demwn
3.) Ohio Weileyin
5) Km yon
6.)Earlham
6.) Oberlin

.

)

.

(1

1--

3)

(9-2)03-

-5)

(6-3-

)

(10-7-)

(6-5-

)

(8 8)

(5--

5)

(71 1)

(I 9)
--

(4-9-

(1--

9)

(1-- 1

)

1)

Wittenberg
Hiram

3. )Wooer
4.) Allegheny
5.) Oberlin
6.) Dentfon
7.) Ohio Wejleyui
8. ) rUrlham
9. ) Kenyon

(15-0-

)

(13-21(20-

9)

(12--

(2 14)

(214)

3)

'

(9-6HI5-- I5)

(64)

(13-1-

(5-9- )

(6-2- 2)

Monday, Nov. s
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(3-11)0-2- 5)

(212)

(4-2-

(1-1-

(4-2- 3)

3)

4)

(A,C) Atlanta at New Orleans

(MJ)
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